
To paint lines on floors, in Industry, Shopping centres, in schools, carriers. 
To define parking spaces, work stations in workshops, pedestrian traffic lanes, storage areas. 
To define playgrounds, sport fields, tennis court boundaries. 
Can be applied inside or outside to cement, bitumen, asphalt, wood, painted surfaces.  

Characteristics  Instructions for use Marking 

Composition: acrylic binder, mineral and 
organic pigments, lead and cadmium free, 
Solvents: complex mixture without chlorinated 
aromatic solvents. 
Drying time: 15 - 20 mn 
Use temperature: +5°C to 50°C 
 
Marking lifetime: approximately 12 months 
according to surfaces and traffic. 
Lines tracing (slow stroke): 1 coat 50 m, 2 
coats: 25 m 
Lines tracing (fast stroke): 1 coat 75 m, 2 
coats: 37 m 
Propellent gas: mix isobutane and propane 
Net volume: 500 ml 
 
STORAGE AND HANDLING:  
Sprayers must be kept between 15°C and 25 
°C and between 50 and 60% of relative hu-
midity.  
Do not expose to temperatures exceeding 
50°C. 
 
For more information, see MSDS.  

Shake the spray upside down before each use to mix the paint well and hear balls clearly.  
Adapt the nozzle to the spray. Place the spray on the marking trolley. Use upside down, 
adjust the application height to the equipment used according to the required width of line. 
 
AFTER USE: purge with the spray in the upright position (until there is only gas coming 
out) to clean valve and sprayer. 
 
General terms of use: for whatever type floor, the following conditions are required for a 
correct application of TRACER PAINT. 
In order to obtain an excellent paint adhesion, the surface to painted must be prepared 
well. Clean the surface thoroughly to eliminate dusts, stains, grease…  
The hydrometry level must be between 10 and 50%. The use temperature mustn’t be 
lower than 5°C. 
For a high quality line, the first stroke must be applied quickly (undercoat), however the 
second and possibly the third strokes should be applied more slowly to obtain the re-
quired coverage. 
 
Recommendations for floor type:  
CONCRETE: Before painting, it is necessary to wait 3 to 4 weeks, so that the concrete is 
completely dry and the acidity eliminated (standard DTU).  
ASPHALT: it is recommended to wait at least 15 days before applying to a new asphalt 
coat to preserve the quality of the marking.  
For the SYNTHETIC AND PAINTED floors, it is recommended to do a preliminary test.  
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STADE LINE : Sign paints for sport fields. 
 
This datasheet supersedes previous documents. The information contained in these data sheets is based on our present knowledge and experience and is given as indication 
only. Under no circumstances does it engage our responsibility in the event of misuse of our products. Non-contractual photos and images. 

TRACER PAINT 
Floor Sign Paints 

Tél 02 97 54 50 00 
Www.7darmor.fr 

Gun ‘Tracer’ 

7 good reasons for using TRACER PAINT 
1. Very good resistance in various weather conditions and U.Vs. 
2. Assures long-lasting marking. 
3. Clean to use. 
4. Reliable and regular output. 
5. Easy to use for manual application with a gun, thanks to its ergonomic lid. 
6. Free from aromatic and chlorinated solvents. 
7. 6 colours: standard white and yellow plus blue, red, green and black. 
 

Particularly suitable for use in 


